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“Education is not the filling of a 

pail, but the lighting of a fire.”

Heraclitus

“I learned most, not from those 

who taught me, but from those who 

talked to me.”

St Augustine



“Thinking skills are not mysterious entities existing somewhere in 

the mind. 

They are not like mental muscles that have a physical presence 

in the brain. 

The term thinking skills refers to the human capacity to think in 

conscious ways to achieve certain purposes. 

Such processes include remembering, questioning, forming 

concepts, planning, reasoning, imagining, solving problems, 

making decisions and judgements, translating thoughts into 

words and so on. 

Thinking skills are ways in which humans exercise the sapiens

part of being homo sapiens.”



Applying evaluative criteria

Judging the value of information 

and ideas

Developing evaluative criteriaEvaluation

Imagining or hypothesizing 

Designing innovative solutions

Generating ideasCreative thinking

Planning research or study

Engaging in enquiry or process of 

finding out

Asking questionsEnquiry

Making inferences or deductions

Arguing or explaining a point of 

view

Giving reasonsReasoning

Organizing information

Representing or communicating 

information

Finding relevant informationInformation 

processing 

Thinking skills from the National StrategyThinking skills from the National Strategy



Thinking skills can be taught and must be taughtThinking skills can be taught and must be taught

Focusing

Information gathering

Remembering

Organising

Analysing

Generating

Integrating

Evaluating

‘Teaching Students to Think’ Dr John Langrehr



What Guy Claxton calls Deep Learning describes the What Guy Claxton calls Deep Learning describes the 

layers of learning layers of learning ‘‘below the linebelow the line’’..

knowledge

ideas

skills

----------------------------

habits of mind

interests

values

beliefs

identity

The content curriculum

The learning curriculum



The Five The Five RsRs of lifelong learning of lifelong learning 

as devised by the Campaign for Learningas devised by the Campaign for Learning





Learning Power dispositions from Learning Power dispositions from 

‘‘Building Learning Power in Action.Building Learning Power in Action.’’

imitationimitationempathy and empathy and 

listeninglistening

collaborationcollaborationinterdependenceinterdependenceReciprocityReciprocity

metameta--learninglearningdistillingdistillingrevisingrevisingplanningplanningReflectivenessReflectiveness

capitalisingcapitalisingreasoningreasoningimaginingimaginingmaking linksmaking linksquestioningquestioningResourcefulnessResourcefulness

perseveranceperseverancenoticingnoticingmanaging managing 

distractionsdistractions

absorptionabsorptionResilienceResilience



The benefits of infusion were identified by McGuinness in the following 

ways:

• thinking skills can be matched directly with topics in the curriculum;

• content instruction is invigorated thus leading to deeper understanding;

• classroom time is used optimally;

• teaching for thoughtfulness is directly supported across the curriculum;

• and transfer of learning can be more easily promoted and reinforced at      

other stages.

An infusion methodology requires that thinking skills are embedded within 

and across the curriculum.. 

therefore effective teaching strategies for this approach depend on enabling 

teachers to infuse their curricular knowledge within a thinking skills’

perspective. (split screen thinking)

Infusion methodologyInfusion methodology



“Teachers, pupils and technologies interact with each other in certain 

ways.”

“Classrooms which are characterised by talk and discussion and 

by questions and questioning need to be managed and orchestrated

yet remain clearly focused on the learning objectives.”

Carol McGuinness, Activating Children’s Thinking Skills (ACTS)

The thinking The thinking 

classroom classroom --

a constructivist a constructivist 

environmentenvironment



What kinds of What kinds of 

thinking?thinking?
Searching for meaning
Sequencing, ordering, ranking.

Sorting, grouping, classifying,

analysing. Identifying parts and whole,

Noting similarities and differences.

Finding patterns and relationships.

Comparing and contrasting.

Creative thinking
Generating ideas and possibilities.

Building and combining ideas.

Formulating own points of view.

Taking multiple perspectives and

seeing other points of view.

Problem solving
Identifying and clarifying situations.

Generating alternative solutions.

Selecting and implementing a solution.

Evaluating and checking how well a 

solution works.

Decision making
Why is this decision necessary?

Generating options.

Predicting the likely consequences.

Weighing up the pro and cons.

Deciding on a course of action.

Reviewing the consequences.

Critical thinking
Making predictions and formulating 

Hypotheses.

Drawing conclusions, giving reasons.

Distinguishing fact from opinion.

Determining bias and reliability of 

evidence.

Being concerned about accuracy.

Relating cause and effect.

Designing a fair test.

Metacognition
Planning

Monitoring

Redirecting

Evaluating

After McGuinness  ACTS II



Discuss in your group for five minutes…

1. What strategies do you use to promote thinking skills in the class or 

what methods could you see yourself using in the future?

2. What advantages did you see or could you envisage arising from 

organising the learning in this way?

3. What problems have you faced or do you foresee in using techniques 

that demand a high degree of interaction?



How did you do that?

How else could you have done that?

Who did that in a different way

What was hard about doing that?

What could you do when you are stuck on that?

How could you help someone else do that?

What would have made that easier for you?

How could I have taught that better?

How could you make that harder for yourself?

The importance of the language of thoughtThe importance of the language of thought

What would happen if….?

I’m puzzled, my question is..

Suppose..

Imagine..

Predict..

I couldn’t decide because…



Generating the right cultureGenerating the right culture

Language

Potentiating activities

Split screen thinking

Wild topics

Transparency and involvement

Transfer thinking

Progression

Modelling the dispositions





Edward de Edward de BonoBono’’ss CoRT1 techniquesCoRT1 techniques

CAF (ask pupils to consider all factors)

C&S (ask pupils to think of the consequences and sequel)

AGO (ask pupils to consider their aims, goals and objectives 

which need not be strictly classified into these categories)

FIP (ask pupils to think of the first important priorities)

APC (ask pupils to run through the alternatives, possibilities 

and choices)

OPV (ask pupils to look at the task from other points of view)



Place the cards face down on the desk

In turn take two cards

Look at them

Explain to your group the link that you see 
between the two images..you might have to
be very imaginative!

Replace the cards on the table face down



Six Thinking HatsSix Thinking Hats

Intuitive
Informative

Constructive

Cautious

CreativeReflective



Intuitive Informative

ConstructiveCautious

Creative Reflective

Alternative Alternative 

solutionssolutions

Positive and Positive and 

negativenegative

RealityReality



Construct a food web of the pond ecosystemConstruct a food web of the pond ecosystem

In this activity we will be:

�Making a best effort to create a food web, as evidence of our prior 

knowledge using MagNotes and boards.



Tadpole 

Water beetle 

Sandelia fish (large)

Phytoplankton 

Water pennywort 

Moorhen 

Sedge

Pond weed 

Stickleback (small fish)

Construct a food web of the pond ecosystemConstruct a food web of the pond ecosystem

Great blue 

heron 



Construct a food web of the pond ecosystem

worm

fish

•Write the name of each organism 

onto a separate yellow MagNote

•Arrange the MagNotes, and draw 

arrows on the board, to show the 

direction in which energy 

flows in the eco-system –

e.g. fish eats worm…

This is what you do..This is what you do..



A solution!A solution!



The core LVT process

LVT integrates verbal, visual and kinaesthetic intelligence into one 

process and in doing this supports a fourth aspect of intelligence –

social: the ability to talk with others, to speak to listen to exchange 

ideas.



The core LVT process

What are we going to 

think about?

What would a thinking classroom look like?

Key question…



The core LVT process

Generate ideas in response 

to the  guiding question.

What do we know?

All ideas are relevant and can be based on the experience from any or all 

of these:

Décor…activities and behaviours of the pupils and the teacher … sounds 

… atmosphere … what would be distinctive … arrangement and nature 

of displays … organisation of the pupils … deployment of resources …

and so on….



The core LVT process

When all the ideas are on the board you 

will have lots of disorderly statements on 

the board. “Messy thinking”.

What sense can we make of this?

What relationships do we see emerging?

� See how these thoughts can be ordered.

� What associations can you find?

� Form clusters of maybe up to six or seven ideas. 

� Give the cluster a label using a green MagNote 

- or simply writing the label  on the board. 

The label should also include a verb.



The core LVT process

What meanings have we made?

What new meanings have we made?

Making a pattern of the ideas and 

seeing them as a unity is 

considered as understanding.

Learners are able to say how 

this new pattern was generated.

Learners have ownership of the 

ideas and the process that 

generated them – they have an 

awareness of what they have 

achieved.



The core LVT process

What should be the intended and/or recordable outcome?

How can the new understanding and learning be recognised?

Making something of the meaning

Learners do something with the patterns that 

have emerged to show that a cognitive shift 

has taken place in their understanding or 

perception



The core LVT process

Outcomes can be expressed by means of:

�Writing in both factual and imaginative genres.

� Drawing, painting, visually in two dimensions.

� Modelling in three dimensions

� Speaking in a social dimension

� Acting and/or dance in a physical dimension

and so on…



The core LVT process - summary

Focus:

what do we want to know?

Gather:

what do we already know?

Organise:

what sense can we make of 

this?

Understand:

what (new) meanings have 

we made?

Apply:

what can we make of these 

new meanings?



Carol McGuinness, 
ACTS research (activating children’s thinking skills)
and DfEE research report RR115 – ‘From thinking skills to 
thinking classrooms’

Edward de Bono, CoRT1 materials, ‘Six Thinking Hats’ Penguin

Adey and Shayer, 
Cognitive Acceleration through Science Teaching described in 
‘Really Raising Standards’, Routledge

Tony Buzan
‘Get Ahead’ , ‘Make the most of your mind’ , 
‘Mind Maps for Kids’ and many others.

Guy Claxton, in ‘Building Learning Power’


